Press release

CalBatt among the Energy Champions presented at the European Parliament
On April 19, Enel and Symbola will present the Research
Report “100 ITALIAN ENERGY STORIES” to the European
Parliament.
The report highlights the best technologies of the
electricity supply chain made in Italy. It will be in the
spotlight of the event hosted by the Member Simona
Bonafè and the Vice-President Antonio Tajani. Ermete
Realacci (President of the Symbola Foundation) and
Francesco Starace (CEO of Enel SpA) will present the
dossier.
CalBatt is proud to be among the Italian Energy
Champions that will be brought to the attention of the
European Parliament, with its pioneering technology for
perfect energy storage management which will help the
diffusion of clean renewable energy sources and electric
vehicles across Europe.
An important recognition of the achievements of CalBatt, whose path since the Company foundation has
already marked important milestones, among which the grant and the cooperation with Enel in the Enel
Lab program, several international awards and, last but not least, the grant by the European Commission
in the H2020 SME Instrument framework as one of “the companies with the most innovative ideas in the
world”.
And is just in the framework of SME Instrument that CalBatt is working currently on the definition of
strategic long-term partnerships in three strategic markets:

Intralogistics, in which CalBatt is launching
its solutions for electric forklifts charging in energy
efficiency programs aimed at reducing carbon
emissions and energy costs in industrial
environments;

Generating sets for telecom, in which
CalBatt is bringing its technology to increase battery
life and minimize gasoline consumption in telecom
base stations;

Energy storage, in which CalBatt is
developing an advanced Energy Management
System to be embedded into reliable and profitable
turnkey plug&play storage kits.
Three strategic markets in which CalBatt is further strengthening its position as reference supplier of
superior product solutions for higher performance and highly sustainable business cases.
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